Permitting procedures for Abnormal Transport in Germany to change
The German Permitting system VEMAGS® has announced changes to their Abnormal
Transport permit application and issuing procedures and subsequent changes to the
VEMAGS® website.
These changes will come into effect as of June 20th 2020.
An English translation of the latest information published on these changes and the
consequences for VEMAGS users is printed below:
With the release change from V20F007 to V20F010, the [Enter application] in the
VEMAGS® procedure module application is completely converted to the requirements of
the applicable general administrative regulation on the Road Traffic Ordinance (VwVStVO) and the card-based Pre-INS (INS is there for "Road Integration Network) to
describe the route / area of validity.
With the article Information on the application release, preparation for the changeover
and discontinuation of the Internet Explorer browser (from V20F010), we had already
informed about necessary, preparatory measures.
Recommendation! Please inform yourself in advance:
Link to download user information (as of June 5, 2020)> VEMAGS user information on
the application release (V20F010) (2167 downloads) We always provide you with the
current version at this point.
Important things to prepare for! Please note:
If possible, just before the changeover, only submit applications that are unlikely to
require any changes. This way you avoid delays in processing.
After the introduction of the new application entry in VEMAGS®, the previously
submitted applications can no longer be changed. Instead, a new application process can
be created with system support.
Applications that are still being processed can be approved.
Existing templates for the route / area of validity are no longer available as of the
release introduction due to migration reasons.
To save the “Fahrtweg” templates, we recommend that users take at least screenshots
or even better save the route in a text file. After the application release has gone live,
you can re-enter the route saved in this way as a template in the new input format (socalled "segments").
Internet Explorer browser to be discontinued by June 20, 2020> Not least for security
reasons, Microsoft's Internet Explorer has now been replaced by the new Edge Chromium
browser generation. This now also affects the VEMAGS® process module.
Using the application is no longer possible with Internet Explorer!
As of release V20F010 only the current versions of the following browsers are fully
tested:
Mozilla Firefox
Google Chrome
Microsoft Edge Chromium
Other current browsers are also likely to display the application correctly.
For full functionality of VEMAGS®, please ensure that pop-ups are permitted in the
browser settings for the URL https://applikation.vemags.de.
ALL VEMAGS® USERS
For all users (users who work directly with the VEMAGS® application and also users who
communicate with the application via Xvemags), the VEMAGS® application will not be

available from Friday, 6:00 p.m. until Saturday, 6:00 p.m. to disposal. Please finish your
work with VEMAGS® in good time and save your work steps with the buttons [Save],
[Apply] or [OK]. Then please log out of the VEMAGS® process module application with
[Logout].
After completing the release change, please do not log back into the system until you
have explicitly approved this by making a corresponding entry in the technical
information on the login page of the VEMAGS® process module application. Please do not
use the Xvemags interface again until the release change has been completed.
On Saturday, June 20, 2020 at 6:00 p.m., as with every release change, you will need to
clear your browser's cache (these are sometimes called temporary files or history
information) and delete the cookies. This is the only way to ensure that the application
works properly and that all optimizations are visible and usable for you.

